ACROSS
1) Penlight battery size 41) Gibbon, for instance
4) Tales of heroism 43) Mentally together
9) Neat and tidy in appearance 44) Word with "Cone" or "Cat"
14) Some state roads (abbr.) 45) Camera attachment
15) In need of a clothes brush 47) Luke's mentor
16) What Spanish athletes go for 49) "Did you see ___?"
at the Olympics 53) Fusilli and ziti
17) Pained cries 55) They incite responses
18) Words following a Freudian slip 58) Couldn't make up one's mind
19) Bud, in time 61) They're not just idea people
20) Rockies, for example 63) Rice-___ ("The San Francisco
   Treat")
23) Slaps the cuffs on 64) Craggy height
24) Shakespeare's king of the fairies 65) Maternal relation
27) -Ball (arcade game) 66) Removed the peel from
28) Salacious material 67) Forbidden fruit sampler
31) Posh Manhattan neighborhood 68) Ranked at the bottom
32) "How ___ Live" (Leann Rimes song) 69) Turn a blind ___ (ignore)
35) "Yes, it's clear now" 70) "Curse you, ___ Baron!"
37) Holstein or Jersey
38) Elusive evolutionary connection

DOWN
1) Scents 2) On the job
3) Give confidence to 4) Narrow incisions
5) Target 6) Banded metamorphic rock
7) Words before "angle" 8) Follower of "lip"
9) Skewered entree 10) "Dallas" matriarch and namesakes
11) NASA collectible 12) ___ forma
13) Actor Cruise 21) "___ say more?"
22) They have reservations 25) "I know what you're up to!"
26) "Don't dawdle!" 29) Extracted ore
30) Monogram for the 18th U.S. president 33) Agency that led to the CIA
34) "Because ___!" (parental rationalization)
36) German article 38) Brooks Brothers specialty
39) Diminutive Italian suffix 40) "You've got the wrong person"
41) Swiss high-rise? 42) It may be split for soup
46) Gets under way 48) No longer aboard ship
50) Person who might take a bow 51) Library nook
52) Like parking garages and stadia 54) Coveted quality
56) Believe it coming or going 57) "Don't mind ___!"
59) It can get hot under the collar 60) Breakfast-in-bed need
61) Dawn dampness 62) Inspiration for Lennon's "Woman"